
Stocks closed modestly higher Friday, with 
the Dow Jones Industrial Average erasing its 
losses for the year to date and the S&P 500 
and Nasdaq indexes carving out fresh 
record closes, as investors sifted through 
data on U.S. consumer spending and 
confidence, a day after the Federal Reserve 
announced a policy shift that would allow 
employment and inflation to run hotter 
than in the past.

The Dow DJIA closed higher by 161.60 
points, or 0.6%, at 28,653.87, while the S&P 
500 SPX rose 23.46 points, or 0.7%, to close 
at 3,508.01. The Nasdaq Composite COMP 
advanced 70.30 points, 0.6%, to 11,695.63. 

For the week, the Dow gained 2.6%, the S&P 
500 added 3.3%, and the Nasdaq was up 
3.4%. All three indexes have gained about 

8% in August, continuing a trend of August 
being the best month for stocks in an 
election year, even if 2020 feels anything 
but average.
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Fed?s approach t o US inf lat ion

The Fed announced a major policy shift, saying 
that it is willing to allow inflation to run hotter 
to support the labor market and broader 
economy. The move, which was cheered by 
the market, effectively means the Fed will be 
less likely to hike interest rates when the 
unemployment rate falls as long as inflation 
does not creep up as well. Fed Chair Jerome 
Powell also announced a policy tweak to 
unemployment, which "reflects our view that a 
robust job market can be sustained without 
causing an outbreak of inflation."

US housing cont inues im provem ent   

Home prices in the US showed signs of 
recovery in June, rising 4.3%, according to the 
S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller US National Home 
Price NSA Index. Phoenix, Seattle and Tampa 
continued to post the strongest annual gains 
among the 19 cities reporting. Sales of newly 
built homes climbed 36% year-over-year in 
July and were up 14% from June as pent-up 
demand, urban flight and a new desire for 
more work-from-home space fueled the 
growth. Furthermore, mortgage applications 
to purchase a home were 33% higher than a 
year ago, according to the Mortgage Bankers 
Association. Pending home sales were up 6% 
in July from June and advanced 16% 
year-over-year.

Double-dip US recession fears int ensify

According to most economists surveyed by the 
National Association for Business Economics, 
there is a 25% chance that the US economy 
will fall into a double-dip recession. Kansas 
City US Federal Reserve Bank President Esther 
George is concerned that there might be an 
escalation of the coronavirus pandemic and 
an economic pullback in the fall. However, she 
said that financial conditions are very 
accommodative and that the Fed is prepared 
to respond as needed.

Headliners

Biotech firm Moderna said its coronavirus 
vaccine showed a promising immune 
response in a small trial of elderly patients.

US federal student loan payments have been 
deferred through the end of 2020.

The US Republican National Convention was 
held during the week, with speakers such as 
members of the extended Trump family, 
former Ambassador Nikki Haley and 
congressmen Jim Jordan (R-OH), Matt Goetz 
(R-FL), Steve Scalise (R-LA) and Tim Scott 
(R-SC), calling for the re-election of the 
incumbents, President Donald Trump and Vice 
President Mike Pence.

Hurricane Laura weakened to a tropical storm 
after barreling ashore near the 
Texas-Louisiana border on Thursday, but it 
could still cause deadly flooding and 
widespread wind damage.
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Coca-Cola Co. KO on Friday announced a 
reorganization and said it would offer 
voluntary job cuts to 4,000 workers in the 
U.S., Canada, and Puerto Rico. Shares gained 
3.3%.

Shares of HP Inc. HPQ was up 6.2% after 
reporting fiscal third-quarter sales that 
exceeded Wall Street estimates by $1 billion, 
boosted by a pandemic-inspired jump in 
personal-computer sales.

Dell Technologies Inc. DELL shares rose 
nearly 6% after the computer maker topped 
profit estimates.

Visa Inc. V shares notched their first record 
close since February.

Shares of Workday Inc. WDAY soared nearly 
13% after topping earnings forecasts, 

boosting guidance, and announcing a new 
co-CEO.

Okta Inc. OKTA shares lost 5% after the 
identity-management services company 
topped Wall Street estimates on its quarter 
and outlook.

Moderna Inc. MRNA shares gave up early 
gains scored after the company said it?s in 
talks with the Ministry of Health, Labor and 
Welfare of Japan to potentially sell 40 million 
or more doses of mRNA-127, its COVID-19 
vaccine.

U.S.-listed shares of Nio Inc NIO, a Chinese 
manufacturer of autonomous vehicles, fell 
nearly 7% after the company announced an 
offering of 75 million American depositary 
shares.

Shares of Tesla Inc. TSLA dipped 1.1% on the 
final day before the company?s five-for-one 
stock split.

US consumer confidence fell for the second 
straight month and to more than a six-year low in 
August amid continued concern over the labor 
market and incomes.

Most US states have received approval to send 
workers an extra $300 a week in unemployment 
benefits from the federal government. Approved 
states are guaranteed three weeks of funding but 
may receive more depending on the number of 
applicants.

The US and China held a planned six-month-review 
phone call on phase one of their 
pandemic-delayed trade agreement.

After 92 years as the longest-serving component 

of the Dow Jones Industrial Average, Exxon Mobil 
(in its various forms) will be removed from the 
30-stock index. In all, Salesforce, Amgen and 
Honeywell International will replace Exxon, Pfizer 
and Raytheon Technologies.

Global smartphone sales dropped 20% in the 
second quarter of 2020, according to Gartner. 
Apple iPhone sales dipped less than 1%, and 
Huawei's sales fell 7% while other manufacturers 
such as Samsung, Xiaomi and Oppo experienced 
double-digit declines.

The 2021 Davos World Economic Forum summit of 
business leaders and politicians due to occur in 
January has been rescheduled to next summer.



Over time, different investments' performances can shift a portfolio?s intent and 
risk profile. Rebalancing may be critical. Click to read more.

                 -Randall Fielder 
                                                              (713-955-3555, randall@park10financial.com)
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REBALANCING YOUR PORTFOLIO  

Do you have questions about your stimulus check, the 
CARES Act, recession, SBA loans, finances, the market or the 
economy?

Park 10 Financial has the knowledge and expertise to 
answer all of your concerns. 

Em ail:  info@park10f inancial.com  
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